Neither A4M nor any of its affiliates are affiliated with the MLDP, its Program Manager, or
its Risk Management Advisor. Neither A4M nor any of its affiliates guarantee or warranty the
performance or results of this program. Contents contained in this brochure do not constitute formal
legal advice. Any approved consultation is provided on an individual basis and is not intended to
guarantee outcome. Further details regarding the MLDP can be found on www.doctorslegal.net.
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Top experts provide affordable and accessible legal counsel

The A4M Medical Legal Defense Program (MLDP)
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NE OF THE MOST CHALLENGING and
disrupting issues for a physician is to have his/her license threatened
by state medical boards sanctions and censorship. Often, such boards
act on the advice of “anonymous complaints” and are lodged in the
absence of any proven significant adverse events relating to innovative
new therapies. Recently, The American Academy of Anti-Aging
Medicine (A4M; www.worldhealth.net) and other medical/health
organizations have observed what appears to be a deliberate effort
on the part of many medical boards to prevent physicians from implementing and even advocating apparently safe and beneficial new
technologies by claiming that such applications are outside the scope
of accepted medical standard. Regrettably, the history of healthcare
is replete with examples of good and caring doctors subjected to
improper sanctions.
DEFENDING MEDICAL INNOVATION
Since its inception in 1992, the A4M has sought to support its
member physicians and to provide valuable resources to promote the
legal defense of innovative physicians who practice sound, reliable,
and responsible medicine. The A4M is proud of its demonstrated
record in assisting dozens of physicians in protecting their professional
reputations against baseless harassment. We have provided expert
testimony, extensive scientific literature reviews, and legal advisors,

Your medical license and economic well-being may
depend on access to expert medical legal counsel.
backed by the socio-political strength of an international medical society
now 22,000 members strong. The A4M’s well credentialed physicians
continue to practice the new Gold Standard of advanced preventative
medicine, namely anti-aging and regenerative medicine.
In our continuing efforts to serve our members, A4M is pleased

In the event
that a medical
practitioner is
facing review by
a medical review
board or similar
organization,
the MLDP will
immediately
review your case,
recommend
initial action and
refer your case
to a qualified
attorney within
our program.

to announce the formation of the A4M Medical Legal
Defense Program (MLDP). The MLDP has assembled a
team of leading medical and legal experts to create a
program designed to be a critical resource to A4M
members. In the event that a medical practitioner is facing
review by a medical review board or similar organization,
the MLDP will immediately review your case, recommend
initial action and refer your case to a qualified attorney
within our program. In addition, medical practitioners can
educate themselves on the latest significant activities of
medical review boards in their respective states or across the
nation by having access to MLDP’s databases of cases and
other related resources designed to identify and mitigate
risk for physician or medically-based practice groups.
Over the past 17 years, A4M has been on the forefront
in introducing and advocating the dissemination of innovative and progressive medical advances such as those involving stem cell and other gene or hormone therapies. The
MLDP acts to protect the integrity and professional standing of A4M through considered examination of medical
and legal concerns raised both within and outside the A4M
community and taking remedial action when necessary.

